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Welcome to the FY25 MIIA Rewards Program

July, 22, 2024

Dear Members,

The FY25 Rewards Program is now available  for you to view. Each year, we develop the Rewards 
guidelines and criteria based on pool loss experience and member feedback. Our focus remains on helping 
members mitigate the impact of evolving weather patterns and emerging cybersecurity challenges while 
targeting individual member risk management issues.

New in FY25
MIIA will accept submissions until 5/20/25 or until the $2.4 million budget is reached.
In order to have up-to-date member Rewards records, we are asking members to submit Rewards information
once the training or program has been completed. (There is no need to submit attendance on MIIA sponsored
trainings.)
Training mandated by the state and federal government will not receive Reward credits. (excluding specified
OSHA workers compensation training).
Online credit will be given for coursework in a field that is related to the employee’s job responsibilities.

MIIA Risk Managers are available to answer any questions you may have and to assist in the strategic selection of

meaningful Reward opportunities targeted to your specific needs. MIIA will record training credits throughout the year

and members will have the option to submit documents to miiarewards@mma.org. MIIA FY25 Rewards cover activity

from 5/21/24 to the submittal deadline of 5/20/25. If you have any document submittal questions please contact Mary

Ann Marino at mmarino@mma.org or 781-223-1870.

Thank you for your proactive risk management efforts. If you have any questions about the program please contact

your MIIA Risk Manager or MIIA staff.

Lin Chabra
MIIA Senior Risk Management Manager
617-838-5941
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